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El Gallo Labs Takes Two First Place Cups at WeedCon West 2019

Best CBD Infused Oil and Best Indica Vape for The Little Chicken
LOS ANGELES ? August 12, 2019 /Canna Newswire/ ? ]California Cannabis Entrepreneurs, El Gallo Labs, took home two First
Place Awards for its premium THC and CBD products at the 2019 WeedCon Cup. The event took place at the Southern California's
premier B2B cannabis education and networking event, which hosts top distributors, brands, farms, and dispensary buyers.
The winning products are the brand's Little Chicken Banana Kush Disposable Pen for Best Indica Vape, and the company's Natural
Strawberry CBD Tincture for the prestigious Best CBD Infused Oil trophy.
The Vista, Calif. company took first place in two competitive categories, one representing their THC products Best Indica Vape and
the other for the CBD side of the business, Best Infused Oil. The Weedcon Cup awards distinguish the best of the best in cannabis
flower, edibles, concentrates, topicals, dispensaries, and packaging. This year's awards were judged by a panel of cannabis
professionals, celebrities, and musicians including David Crosby.
?El Gallo Labs is honored to receive these trophies and we thank everyone who voted for us?, said El Gallo CEO Jimmy Raymond.
?We go the extra mile to get the best ingredients for both our THC and CBD product lines so that our customers come back again
and again, this just proves we are on the right track.?
The Little Chicken is the world's most powerful disposable vape pen designed for potent THC and CBD medicating on-the-go.
While current vape pens offer weak airflow, poor battery life, and unreliability, the power and durability of The Little Chicken truly
is an industry breakthrough.
El Gallo's Fresh Strawberry CBD Tincture line is made with cold-pressed, unrefined extra virgin organic olive oil, and natural
strawberry flavoring. The olive oil not only tastes great, but it also speeds the CBD into your system faster than other competitor's
options. The El Gallo line of CBD Fresh Infusions comes in four strengths; 300mg, 600mg, 1200mg and 1500mg. Natural Vanilla is
also available.
?We see our customers adding our CBD to their morning coffee, to smoothies, on top of ice cream and typically start with a dropper
under the tongue and work their way up to a dosage that delivers the desired effect? added Raymond.
El Gallo Labs is an up and coming leader in the California Cannabis Industry. El Gallo translated from Spanish to English is ?The
Rooster,? which is slang for marijuana in Mexico. They work hard to stay true to their motto, ?Enhancing Life's Adventures? with
products people love.
El Gallo's mission is to provide premium products with the highest quality, consistency, potency, and taste. Their use of organic
flavorings and naturally derived terpenes provides a euphoric El Gallo experience time after time.
You can count on El Gallo to deliver the goods through creative innovations and ideas that keep Enhancing Life's Adventures. The
El Gallo Lifestyle is not bought. It's lived.
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Visit GetElGallo.com for more information.
# CNW #
Media & Business Contact:
Kevin Johnston
(760) 295-1867
Kevin@GetElGallo.com
Investor Relations Contact:
Dan Cascino, Chairman
(714) 404-7413
Dan@GetElGallo.com
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